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1. Introduction. Let

00

(1.1) w = f(z) = zZ anzn, Ol > 0,
n-l

be regular in \z\ < 1, and map that domain onto a Riemann surface R, having

at least one simple branch point at w = B =f(C). Consequently f'(C) =0 and

/"(C)^0, and 0<| C\ <1. We form a new Riemann surface R*, from R, by

moving the branch point at B to B*=B+\, where X is a sufficiently small

complex number, while holding the boundary and all other branch points of

R fixed. Clearly R* is simply-connected and hence there is a uniquely deter-

mined regular function

OO

(1.2) f*(z) = JZ a*z", ai*>0,
n-l

mapping \z\ <1 onto R*, and taking 2 = 0, into the same place w = 0 on R,

as f(z) does.

Our objective is to find a formula for/*(z) in terms of f(z), X, and X with

error 0(X2). In fact we will prove that under the conditions just stated

C Xz
f*(z) = f(z) - zf'(z) I-

lc2/"(C)(C- z)

/      X      \      Cz XI
+ con (-) -— + 9t-V + 0(X2)

\C2f"(C)/  1-Cz C2f"(C)f

zf'(z)  I     X       C + z
= f(z) - ^^<-

2     \c2f"(C)  C-z

/     X      \ 1 + Cz)
+ con (- )-—}  + 0(X2),

\C2/"(C)/l-CZj

(where con( ) denotes the conjugate of the quantity enclosed by the paren-

theses).

Formula (1.3) promises to be quite helpful in settling extremal problems

for classes of functions in which the competing functions have branch points.
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One rather surprising application to the theory of univalent functions will

appear in a subsequent paper.

It would be desirable to have a formula similar to (1.3) in the case that

B a branch point of order k is moved to B*, or still better when a branch

point of order k is replaced by a number of neighboring branch points of

total order k. Our method does not seem to be suitable for this latter prob-

lem, and even in the simpler case where B and B* are both of order k, the

computations become extremely involved. In what follows we will first as-

sume that B and B* are both of order k, but at an appropriate place in the

proof we will consider only the cases k = 1 and k = 2. Our method is similar to

that used by Schiffer [2], where the boundary of R and all the branch points

were subjected to a small variation.

2. Proof of the variational formula. Let F(w) and F*(w) be the inverse

functions of f(z) and/*(3) respectively, mapping R and R* onto |s| <1, and

let G(w, 0) = —log I F(w)\ and G*(w, 0) = —log | F*(w)\ be the Green's func-

tions for R and R* with respect to the place 0. Let G(w, t) be the Green's

function for R with respect to the place / on R. Our first aim is to compute

(2.1) K(w, 0) = G*(w, 0) - G(w, 0)

for u)G^,a certain Riemann surface contained in both R and R*.

We form R by deleting from R the k + 1 sheeted circle A: | w — B\ Sr, i.e.,

those places w lying on the k + 1 sheets joined at B, for which the coordinates

satisfy this inequality. Here r is selected small enough so that A is contained

in R. If r is the boundary of A, the surface 7^ could be obtained from R* by

deleting the closure of the k + 1 sheeted region bounded by T with branch

point at B*, providing only that |X| O. Thus both G*(w, 0) and G(w, 0) are

defined over 7^.

If we apply Green's formula [l, p. 12] to K(w, 0) which is harmonic in

R we have, for w£7?

(2.2) K(w, 0) = — f \K(t, 0) — G(t, w) - G(t, w) — K(t, 0)1 ds
2irJ   L dn dn J

where t, the variable of integration, runs over the boundary of R, and n is

the normal into the region R. On the boundary of R, K(t, 0) =G(t, w) =0, so

in Equation (2.2) it is sufficient to integrate over T: t = B + re**, 0 S 4>

S2(k + l)w.
If w£#, G(w, t) is harmonic for t in A, and if r is taken sufficiently small,

the place 0 will lie outside A, and G(t, 0) will also be harmonic in A; so that

(2.3) f \G(t, 0) — G(t, w) - G(t,w)—G(t, 0)\ds = 0.
JrL dn dn J

If now, in Equation (2.1), w is replaced by t, and the result substituted in
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Equation (2.2), one obtains

(2.4) K(w, 0) = — f \g*(i, 0) - G(t, w) - G(l, w) — G*(t, 0)1 ds,
2icJy\_ dn dn J

taking into account Equation (2.3).

To evaluate the integral it is convenient to introduce a uniformizing

variable vh+1 = qk+1ei(k+1')* = t — B = re**. Then in the integral ds = rdcp

= (k + l)qk+ld-p and

a     a l       a

dn      dr      (k + l)qk dq

Let F(t, w) be a function regular on R and mapping R in a 1-1 manner onto

\z\ < 1, as a function of / on R, taking the place w into the origin, and let

00 oo

(2.5) F(t, w) = JZ D»(t - B)"l«+» = zZDnvn
n=0 n=0

in a neighborhood of the branch point B. Further let

00

F*(t) = JZC*(t- /J*)»/c*+i)

(2-6) r
= JZ C„*(^+1 - A)"'<*+1>

n-0

in a neighborhood of B*. With these substitutions the integral (2.4) becomes

K(w,0) = — f    {log   JZ C„*(^+1 - \)"nk+D _ iog   £ DnvA
2t J 0 I n=0 3j „=0 I

- log   zZ Dnvn — log   JZ C*^1 - X)"/<*+1) 1#.
n-0 3g „_0 IJ

If in the integrand of Equation (2.7) the terms log S are replaced by

log SS/2, it then appears as though K(w, 0) is analytic in the variables X and

X. Strictly speaking this is not obvious, because the coefficients C„* depend

on X, and at this moment we are only assuming that C* is a continuous func-

tion of X for n=0, 1, 2, • • • . However this difficulty is avoided by regarding

the C„* as constants, and asking for the formal development of the integrand

in Equation (2.7) as a double power series in X and X. Thus we can write

(2.8) K(w, 0) = Aoo + Aijk + AoX\ + 0(\2),

where Aij depends upon the coefficients C*, Dn, and q.

A tedious computation from Equation (2.7) yields
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dK(w, 0)
AlQ = -

d\        x=x-o

CO 00

Z Z nCn*C*mqn+m-kei(-n-m-k-l)+

1 C n=0 m=0

8(*+l)rJ0 "     - _
Z Z C*C*.?-+"e«-">*

I n—0 m—0

(2.9
J3 00 00 00 00

•—log Z Z DnDmqn+mei(n-m)* - q log   Z Z DnDmqn+mei(n-m™

dq n-0 m-0 n=0 m=0

00 CO '

Z Z nC*C*mqn+m-k-lei^-m~k-^

d       n=0 m—0

So JL JI
Z Z C.*C*.9-+-««<*->*
n—0   m=0

with a similar expression for An, which we can avoid since .4oi = ^4io-

Now, with X fixed, K(w, 0) is independent of the radius r of Y, for |x|

<r <ri, so that K(w, 0) is independent of q for a certain interval. Hence if the

series (2.8) were rearranged in a Laurent series in terms of q, all of the coeffi-

cients would vanish except for the constant term. This means that in Equa-

tion (2.9) we may disregard all terms in the product which contain qn, n^O.

An easy computation now gives ^40o = 0,

1   Ci*£>i
(2.10) Aio=-,        if£=l,

4   Co*Z70

1   CX*DX/CX*       Dx\       1   Cx*Di + d*Dx
(2.11) Axo =-(-h-)-if* = 2,

6   Co* A, \ Co*        Dj       3 Co* Do

and still more complicated expression for larger k. Henceforth we consider

only the cases k = 1, 2.

The next task is to determine the coefficients Dn in terms of the mapping

function F(w) = F(w, 0) which maps R onto \z\ <1, with the place 0 on R

going into z = 0. If F(t, 0) =t, then it is easy to see that

F(w, 0) - r .      .
(2.12) F(w,t) = A--——-, \A\=1,

1 — rF(w, 0)

is the function mapping R onto \z\ <1, taking the place t on R into 2=0.

Here A is a constant, suitably chosen to make F'(t, t)>0. li we interchange

w and t, and replace F(t, 0) =t by F(w, 0) =z, then

F(t, 0) - z
(2.13) F(t,w) = A--——-

1 — zF(t, 0)
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defines the same function, as the series (2.5).

Now let
oo

(2.14) F(w, 0) = JZ Cn(w - B)"ik+\ Co = C,
n-0

in a neighborhood of the branch point B. Then substituting this development

into Equation (2.13) and comparing coefficients with the series (2.5) yields:

a_  c,(i-|.|.)
Do      (C - z)(l - zC)

Di      (C2 + 2Ci-zCC2)(l -  |z|2)
(2.16) -=-L-L- ■

Do (C - z)(l - zcy

We now have for w£R, that

(2.17) K(w, 0) = log | F(w)/F*(w) \   = 29t(^10X) + 0(X2),

where in the two cases k = l, 2, Aio is given by Equations (2.10) and (2.11) to-

gether with the Equations (2.15) and (2.16). If $(z) is an analytic function of

z such that 3M>(z) =29t(^4i0X) and if A* is a suitable real constant, determined

by the conditions F'(0)>0, F*'(0)>0, then for w^R,

(2.18) log F(w)/F*(w) = $(z) + iA* + 0(X2).

As will be seen presently both $(z) and iA* are O(X), so that Equation (2.17)

yields

F*(w) = F(a;)e-c*(*)-HA«+oo.s»

(2.19) r
= F(w)[l - $(z) - iA* + 0(\2)].

From Equation (2.19) it is clear that for the coefficients of F*(w) we have

C* = Cn + 0(K), and therefore in Equations (2.10) and (2.11) we may replace

C* by C„ without altering the order of the error term in Equation (2.17).

We now return to the z-plane and expand

(2.20) f(z) =w= f*(F*(w)) = f*(F(w) + d)

as a Taylor series about F(w)=z, where z lies in E' = F(R)r\F*(R), and

d= -F(w)($(z)+iA*)+0(\2). We find easily that

f(z) = f*(F(w)) + df*'(F(w)) + 0(d2)

= f*(z) + df*'(z) + 0(\2).

Since f*'(z) =f'(z)+0(X), we have for zG£'

(2.21) f*(z) = f(z) + z/'(z)($(z) + iA*) + 0(\2).

To determine <P(z), first in the case k = l, we have from Equations (2.10)

and (2.15) that
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-l   ( Ci*Ci(i - Izhx )
2?H(Axa\) =-9^-U^>

2       \Co*(C - z)(l - 2(7)/

1 7   Ci*CiX Ci*CizX   1

2 lc0*(C-z)      C0*(l-zC)l

If the last term in the braces is replaced by its conjugate, the real part is not

altered, but the term becomes analytic in z. We can select for $(z), the func-

tion

1 j   d*CiX /Ci*CiX\      z     "1
(2.22) $(z) = - — j———— + con ^   c*   j t _ 7Jzf "

The constant .4* is determined from Equation (2.18) by the condition that

<i>(0)-H4* is real. This gives .4* = 3Ci*CiX/2CC0*.
It is now clear that 4>(z) and A* are O(X), as was announced, so that in

Equation (2.22) the superscripts * may be dropped. Finally, from Equation

(2.14), with k = l, and the fact that F(w) is the inverse function to/(z), we

find that C\ = 2/f"(C). Using this, and the modified form of $(z), together

with iA*= -$(0)-r-9ra>(0), in Equation (2.21) will give Equation (1.3), valid

for z in £'.

To conclude the proof of the theorem stated in the introduction, we must

show that Equation (1.3) is valid throughout the unit circle. This is quite

simple, because for sufficiently small X, E' contains some ring r' < \ z\ < 1. But

the term 0(X) on the right side of Equation (1.3) is analytic in z, since the

pole at z = C inside the braces, is removed by the zero of f'(z) at C, and/"(C)

9^0. Thus any bound valid in the ring, is likewise valid, by the maximum

modulus principle, throughout the unit circle.

In the case & = 2, a long calculation, using Equations (2.15) and (2.16) in

Equation (2.11) yields

1   {C\(2C - z) 4CiC2 Ciz(l - 2zC) 4dC2z   )
(2.23) .4,0 = — {—-+->,

6 1 C2(C - z)2      C(C - z)       C2(l - zC)2       C(l - zC)j

where the superscript * has been dropped. Therefore we can take for our

$(z), the function

1   (Ci3(2C - z)X        4CiC2X /C\\\ z(l - 2Cz)
$(2) = — <-(- con I-I-—-

3   I C2(C - z)2       C(C - z) \ C2 /  (1 - Cz)2
(2.24)

/CiC2X\      z     )
— 4 con I-)-— >

V   C    I l-Cz)

which is analytic in z, and for which 9M>(z) =2di(AX0X). In this case,
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-1      / 2CiX      4C1C2X\
(2.25) A*=- 3*(0) = T3(^T- -$-)■

From$(s)+M*=$(z)-$(0)+9t$(0), we find

1   (CiX(3Cz - 2z2)        4dC2Xz
*(«) + iA* = —{-

3  I   C3(C - z)2 C2(C - z)

/ CiX\  z - 2Cz2 / CiCi\\      z
(2.26) + con    -)-4 con    -)-—

V C2 / (1 - Cz)2 \    C   Jl-Cz

/ 2CiX     4CiC2X\l

\~cA       C2   )) '

If, in Equation (2.14), the coefficients G, C2 are computed in terms of the

inverse function, with k = 2, one finds easily,

Ci = 6//"'(C), 4C,C, = - 2/   (C)//'"(C) .

Using these results in Equation (2.26) and substituting in Equation (2.21)

yields the formula:

(   2X(3Cz - 2z2 2/IV(C)Xz
f*(z) = f(z) + zf'(z) \-+--A1-

\CY"(C)(C - z)2      3(C/'"(C))2(C - z)

/     2X     \Cz- 2C2z2       2 (/IV(C)X   \     Cz
(2.27) +con( - J-zr-+ — con ( -]-—

\C3/'"(C)/   (1 - Cz)2        3 \(C/'"(C))2/1-Cz

/     4X 2/IV(C)X   \1
+ 3i(-+ -^^^-\\ +0(X2)

\C°j'"(C)      3(C/'"(C))VJ

This gives the variation of the mapping function f(z) when a branch point

of order 2 at/(C) is moved a small amount X.

3. An example function. Let R be the surface consisting of the doubly-

covered circle \w\ <1, with the branch point at B=be®, b>0. By using a

sequence of elementary functions it is easy to show that

2ji/2e»0z - (1 + b)z2
(3.1) f(z) =-

(1 + b)e* - 2b"2z

maps \z\ <1 onto R with /(0)=0, /'(0)>0. Now let f*(z) be the function

(3.1) when be® is replaced by B* = b*e^* = B +X, where |X| <min {b, 1—b},

and set 8f(z) =/*(z) —f(z). Then direct computation, using Equation (3.1)

will give
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1 - b l(C - Cz2)9!(Xe-tf) + (1 - b)ziS(\e-*))
(3.2)    Sf(z) = ze*-\--—-=--^--} + 0(X2)

^ b2    \ (C+C-1 - 2z)2 )

where C = bV2e® is the critical point for the function (3.1). On the other hand

if the formula (1.3) is applied to the function (3.1), one also obtains the

variation (3.2).
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